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Thought For The Week:  A NEW DARK AGE
We had plenty of warning, even forty years ago, that if we did not defeat the policy of the Money Power 
within a few years, we should enter another Dark Age, and it is quite evident that we have now entered 
it. The culture in which we live is no longer a Christian culture. The Christian principles on which most 
of us were brought up are no longer tacitly accepted by Society as a whole, as they used to be however 
imperfectly; and the young, for the most part, are not being brought up as Christians. The light of 
Christianity now shines from many points, but does not visibly diffuse through the whole of Society.
THE DOUGLAS LEGACY by Dr. Geoffrey Dobbs. The New Times Vol 44 No 11 1979

NOTHING TASTES AS GOOD AS FREEDOM FEELS By Arnis Luks
     The South Australia state election is only six weeks out and yet I cannot find any, what I'd call, reasonable 
news-reported-articles in regard to candidates, or policies, or anything else. This includes the dedicated ABC 
election website. Incredible. It's almost as if South Australia does not exist in the Australian political psyche. 
I must admit I don't have a functioning TV or radio in my house so the preferred mediums of interchange of ideas 
can't permeate my thought processes. Some would consider this an advantage and others a disadvantage.  
I look on it as controlled thinking. 
     This weekend NSW will be holding 4 bi-elections. All voters have by now received a postal-voting pack. This 
extraordinary situation is rife for interference as was demonstrated by video-footage of postal vote rigging of the 
previous USA presidential election. Voter-rolls are another area of significant corruption that is never addressed 
by the AEC as their funds are strictly controlled by party hacks. It is not in the best interest of political parties to 
tidy up this cesspool. Remember those infamous Whitlam words of advice – vote early and vote often. This is not 
to allude to a Labor party monopoly in this area, but as I said a cesspool that needs a Royal Commission to be 
conducted following every election to tidy up these anomalies. Scrutineering is another anomaly altogether.
    While the Canadian truckers’ freedom convoy are facing temperatures of -30°C, we have our own truck convoy 
in Canberra, coming from all parts of Australia. What will happen after this campaign, or as a consequence of 
this campaign, is really the only pertinent question. I hold significant concern that the standoff may become a 
stalemate, which will demoralise those who are standing up for freedom. I am hoping wave after wave of new 
groups will move in to support the truckers. The French Yellow Vests have been protesting for more than 3 years, 
so a one-off convoy generally will not cut the mustard. In India, there were extended protests of 250 million 
farmers over many months that did not even rate a mention in our media. Hoping the media will honestly enter 
the fray is a false hope that will not eventuate. They are paid servants and will do their master’s bidding.
     How do we assist the public to come out of this deep hypnotic spell to the light of day, to actually think and no 
longer accept the MSM programming narrative? A thought that must be considered, is that the vast majority may 
not wish to come out at all from this spell. They are glued to their TVs in a state of perpetual fear and anxiety and 
are moving into the realm of psychological exhaustion ready to capitulate to slavery. 
     United States truckers have had their Facebook account terminated almost as quickly as it appeared, titled 
"Convoy to DC, 2022".    GoFundMe has also attempted to withhold donated funds from the Canadian Truckers. 
The deep state won't allow use of supposedly ‘their’ facilities to promote freedom. I noted from one website that 
there are now migration trends within the United States away from "woke" states towards those states which 
promote a more acceptable version of freedom. No doubt the same is occurring in Europe with the latest Austrian 
laws mandating jabs. As Geoffrey Dobbs wrote in "Responsible Government in a Free Society”, the ultimate 
VETO against government policy is to leave the country. 
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Inalienable Rights
     Inalienable Rights, or a Bill of Rights, or a Charter of 
Rights are a vital thought to consider in light of a current 
court case in Canada. In a recent UK Column broadcast 
this very question came up.  Legislated Rights infers 
that one person or group has the power to determine 
and adjudicate what rights another person or group may 
hold. Inalienable, or natural rights, not written down 
but originating from God alone, infers that the law’s 
function is to the negative, you cannot lie, kill, maim, 
or destroy, but apart from that you are free to go about 
your business.  Eric Butler would always refer to the 
‘road-rules’ as the most obvious prototype or model of 
common law rights, free to go about your business and 
travel wherever you like provided you adhered to those 
road-rules and do not infringe on another’s equal rights. 
This is the primary function of all law. 
Only do unto him what you would have him do onto you 
     This way of thinking in my mind leads to an honest 
assessment of behaviour that is above all law and / or 
commandments. I read this morning two diametrically 
opposed perspectives by church leadership. One 
promoting the jab and the other condemning the jab. One 
stating that it is immoral 'not to get the jab', and the other 
stating the dominance of big Pharma over humanity as 
immoral. I'm of the view that one position is hideously 
evil coming from him who wears a backwards collar, and 
the other enlightened, that is, turning towards the light 
of truth. This is where we are and we have to accept that 
brother will turn against brother, wife against husband 
and children against parents. 
Former merchant banker and appointed leader of the 
Anglican Communion (appointed by former British PM 
Tony Blair weapons of mass destruction fame) Justin 
Welby suggests that those who are not vaccinated are 
immoral. This was countered by Roman Archbishop 
Vigano describing: “the multiple vatican endorsements 
of the criminal mass-vaccine campaign confirm the 
full adherence of the (Roman church-ed) hierarchy 
to the globalist vulgate, without taking even the 
slightest account of the serious critiques of the so-
called vaccines…The Pontifical Academy for Life is no 
exception. It has become an organ of neo-Malthusianism, 
even to the point of declaring that subjecting oneself to 
inoculation with the experimental drug is an act of love 
and a moral duty, incontrovertibly denying not only the 
evidence of the facts but also the existence of a global 
plan that has deliberately caused this psycho-pandemic 
in order to bring about a ruthless reduction of the world 
population (especially the elderly) and impose forms of 
control and restriction of the natural rights of citizens...”
     Certainly a polarising narrative coming from two very 
differing leaders. As to the question of morality of being 
jabbed or not jabbed the former merchant banker Justin 
Welby has laid his cards on the table as to whom he shall 
serve. This is not out of the ordinary. Eric Butler would 

often write of the Communist infiltrated and controlled 
'World Council of Churches' directing significant 
amounts of funds towards the guerrilla campaigns 
throughout Africa where helpless victims were necklaced 
to death by these revolutionaries. This is the sordid 
history of the world council of churches involved in 
evil political acts. Should there even be a world this or 
a world that?  The communist revolutionaries would 
rather foster this division in order to promote, in the end, 
violence leading to societal breakdown. 

I believe it is our primary function to find resolution
     In a most enlightening interview of Kyle Kemper, 
half-brother to Canadian PM Justin Trudeau, many 
sacred cows were refreshingly examined. The alternative 
news services are certainly rising to the challenge. Watch 
this interview right through to the end, because it just 
gets better and better. Unexpectedly, Trudeau's half-
brother is a guileless, informed, and genuinely humanity-
loving individual who counters the woke narrative. 
https://rumble.com/vthgo8-watch-exclusive-sit-down-
with-kyle-kemper-half-brother-and-active-critic-of.html
     Coles’ supermarket shelves are increasingly running 
out of stock. I can only reiterate again the importance 
of promoting local growers, farmers markets and 
community gardens to reinforce the banks/levies of your 
own personal supply chains. Some sources of out of 
season produce can travel more than 4000 km to their 
market. Under increasing duress on the supply chains, 
availability of items will diminish. It is necessary, so 
necessary, to think ahead and secure your food base.
     500,000 Canadian government employees have 
received pay rises while the remainder of the nation are 
finding they increasingly have to tighten their belts. If 
you earn less, you pay less tax, and yet the bureaucracy 
and those on government payroll are receiving pay rises. 
Also, significant numbers of the mainstream media are 
losing employment. This exerts inordinate pressure 
on the remaining staff to comply.  Governments are 
providing huge financial support to the mainstream 
media to the tune of billions of dollars. Where does all 
this revenue come from? It comes from new credits in the 
form of debt issued by central banks, the source of this 
covid/climate lockstep/lockdown policy.
     Reports coming in are that the Canadian truckers’ 
freedom convoy is now being supported by cowboys 
on horseback and a contingency of farmers with 
their tractors. There was also one report of a Native-
American contingent moving into position. Spokesman 
for the truckers are insisting that all lockdown/lockstep 
impositions be removed including mandatory jabs and 
testing. The Trudeau government is owned and controlled 
by corporate interests as is the mainstream, now referred 
to as "legacy" media. The alternative news services are 
reporting from the ground of these trucker activities, 
while our media in Australia, if at all, presents a very 
sanitised version of events. The main battleground is in 
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this area of ideas, the public consciousness if you like. 
     This week I have been working my way through 
a book titled the "United States of Fear" by Mark 
McDonald M.D.  presenting the case that heightened 
levels of anxiety, fear and trepidation, are gripping 
predominantly the female mind. The legacy media is 
doing all they can to foster this anxiety and fear. The 
facts on the ground are that the birds are singing, the 
weather is kind, and the harvest is plentiful. The demons 
in the forest are only a creation of the witch doctor's spell 
of which the legacy media play their most vital role. 
I have also viewed a report that should any police officer 
support or provide facility towards the Canadian truckers’ 
freedom convoy they will be investigated and prosecuted 
by their police chief to the full extent of the Police 
Service Act and if relevant the Criminal Code... 
#Ottawa Police Chief Says He Will Investigate & 
Prosecute Any Police Officer That Provides Any 
Support To The #TruckersConvoy2022 Protestors 
Including Food or Water...
     Blackmail isn't limited to the political sphere but 
is rampant throughout all those areas which hold the 
political and societal purse strings or employment. 
A relevant thought is of what structure or organisation 
actually controls the leadership of these departments?  
In 'Secret Societies and Subversive Movements' by Nesta 
Webster, she writes of the hidden hand of the Masons, the 
Illuminati and nowadays we have all these 'think tanks' 
and 'charitable funds' which are able to pour billions 
into this campaign of world government. Another title 
on secret societies and subversive movements is 'The 
Mystery of Freemasonry Unveiled' by Cardinal of Chile.
     New South Wales local Liberals are attempting to 
have some input into the selection process from their 
branches. The Federal Liberal executive is riding 
roughshod over the locals to parachute in pre-ordained 
individuals. By their very structure political parties 
are not a representative organisation but a power 
movement run by ruthless individuals. Their structure 
attracts tyrants and are generally run by them. The 
most revealing comments were made recently by the 
‘great reset’ Klaus Schwabb: is that most of these world 
leaders are parachuted-in individuals, injected into the 
body politic, having been trained at his WEF school for 
world leaders. He also makes the extraordinary claim 
that 50% of some federal administrations are injected 
from his school. Whether communist or capitalist, they 
all come from this school as they historically once came 
from Harvard or the London School of Economics and 
Political Science.

If you as an individual do not accept personal 
responsibility to run your own life, then these tyrants 

will most certainly run it for you. 
     Emmanuel Macron and Justin Trudeau are not 
exceptional tyrants. They come from the same 
preparatory and predatory ground as Vladimir Putin and 

Jacinda Adern. They are groomed, developed, trained 
and implanted there to do the bidding of their corporate 
masters. The same place these funds come from, central 
banks and international corporations. 
     The Chinese system of surveillance is a creature 
developed in the west by tech giants such as google, 
facebook and twitter. Plans are afoot to constantly assess 
your worthiness as to more and more jabs based on your 
compliance to this global tyranny. In Europe, Austria has 
now passed laws making jabs mandatory or receive fines 
for non-compliance. Queensland has now introduced 
random covid testing. This will never end unless it is 
overcome by a counter movement towards freedom.

New Patent Proposes Digital Surveillance to 
Vaccinate People Based on Social Credit Style 

Scores By Tom Parker https://reclaimthenet.org/
us-patent-surveilling-vaccinating-scores/

Patent and trademark attorneys Dr. Gal Ehrlich and 
Maier Fenster of Ehrlich & Fenster recently had a US 
patent approved for a technology that aims to surveil 
people via their digital activity, give them a score that 
defines “the potential level of super-spreading activity 
of each individual,” and then vaccinate people based 
on this score…Not only does the patent suggest mass 

electronic surveillance of people to create a social 
credit style score that determines when they should be 

vaccinated but it also proposes that the technology could 
be deployed as part of a “dedicated mandatory app” 

where “the government may order the citizens to install 
a dedicated application on their smartphones (or other 
smart devices like tablets, smartwatches, smart glasses, 

etc.) to help the government with the logistics of the 
vaccination procedures”...The patent was approved on 
August 31 and follows governments around the world 
implementing increasingly far-reaching surveillance 

measures amid the coronavirus such as vaccine 
passports that aim to exclude people from economic and 
social activities and apps that use geolocation and face 

recognition to police quarantine...
What Is Law For? Think about the Road Rules:
     Just-Law is not burdensome, but allows all (in this 
case) to freely travel/use the roads on conditions stated 
in the Rules of the Road.  Truck drivers travel thousands 
of miles to their chosen destination every day - obeying 
the Road Rules. This is a good example of a useful 
law, not burdensome, but neither are they chaotic as 
would happen if there were no rules or those rules were 
not obeyed. This is "the power of human beings in 
association to produce the result intended, measured in 
terms of their satisfaction."
Tudor Jones, in Elements of Social Credit directs 
attention towards Douglas' advice that we must not only 
use the 'rules of the road' (or Constitution) we must 
'practice at the net'. Sports stars understand this very 
well.  They practice at the net - or wicket- to improve 
their abilities even though they must also know the rules 
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of cricket or tennis, etc. Knowing the rules of the game is 
necessary, but without practising at the net knowing the 
rules will get nowhere. That is why it is so important to 
begin with Freedom of Choice and Lifting all Mandates 
as the first step in practising at the net.
Thinking about this proposal of practicing at the net; the 
need for devolution of political power has not surfaced 
from any political entity, but rather more of the same 
from different hands UAP, Australia One, PHON etc.
     Government as mother, and now father, removes 
personal responsibility from the individual. First there 
was mass medication in the form of fluoride, justified 
for the protection of young children’s teeth even though 
less than 1% of 1% of all water produced was drunk by 
children. If fluoride worked and was not a neurotoxin, a 
topical application by the dentist could have sorted this 
issue easily. Instead, all the population was medicated 
with a known sedative. And now this mass-medication 
theme has evolved into never ending jabs. Just think, the 
largest building complexes in every major city are now 
‘citadels for health’ while our population is getting sicker 
and sicker, weaker and weaker.   Cui Bono?
Accepting personal responsibility for your own health 
decisions has moved from something voluntary, almost 
incidental, towards something that is vitally essential, or 
mandatory if we are to restore our inalienable rights. 
Practicing At The Nets
     I have previously suggested Rate-Payer’s Associations 
and Progress Associations as vehicles towards reform 
at the local government level. Understanding inordinate 
influences that can corrupt human nature, and the 
injection of persons of already vested interests into 
government, I see that the open meeting provides a 
viable resolution to this corruption, in that should a 
local meeting be swamped by outsiders, brandishing 
the council-rates-notice and being known by existing 
members could alleviate some external interferences. 
Open discussion, while there are risks of meeting 
capture, do promote meaningful and lively dialogue. 
Finding resolution may take time – so be it. This is where 
understanding that a quick-majority can and should be 
challenged back by a thoughtful and considered approach 
after due consideration, being the counter-balance. 
Participation is the key. The revolutionaries know this 
only too well and will always be the other side of the net.
     While opinionated individuals may carry persuasive 
arguments at the time, due consideration can counter 
back. This is all practicing at the net stuff that builds 
community and enforces representation instead of party 
power movements dominated by professional activists. 
How little consideration was ever given to local’s 
opinions with the GMO decree by the agricultural 
minister in SA? Those active associations, had they been 
working tirelessly to remove this person permanently 
from the parliament, could have possibly changed the 
state government while they were at it. 

     Political party movements work from their own 
‘controlled associations’ for their own purposes. It works 
like a club or a gang. Once representation is achieved the 
open meeting quickly goes behind closed doors. 
     36% organic certified farmers and growers of the 
Fleurieu Peninsular was insufficient to hold the line 
against this tyranny exercised by the minister on behalf 
of the GMO superstructure. Everyone is a minority at 
some stage. We need to rethink this majority vote racket.
     Last ChristMass, I received word that a Queensland 
local government had supported local business leaders 
by declaring a covid tyranny safe-haven. This allowed 
business to achieve their much needed cashflow-
injections across this high spending period, with no covid 
restrictions or policing whatsoever.  Another council 
body was asked the same question but declined to offer 
support to their business community. Extraordinary.
     One ‘local government’ acting resolutely with 
the ‘local representative’ and business leaders, could 
send shockwaves through any state government that 
imposes this tyranny. The covid thought police would be 
powerless against this in a heartbeat. Especially, if like 
the truckers, the thought caught on with wave after wave 
of increasing support from freedom loving individuals. 
     You see, free must be balanced with moral and 
responsible. Those who rashly chose the jab are the same 
group that are now recording a 40% increase in all-cause 
morbidity. They have not avoided responsibility; in fact, 
they are demonstrating it with this increase in death rate. 
As horrid as it is to say that is the practical truth of it.
Short term goal: to slow or stop the progress of covid 
tyranny with the restoration of all our inalienable rights: 
freedom of movement and choice, informed consent, and
Long term goal: to have our constitutions updated to 
include a VETO mechanism to hold the ‘tendency of 
tyrants’ to account on a daily basis.
Further Reading:
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Dobbs_G-
Responsible_Government_in_a_Free_Society.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Dobbs%20G%20
-%20One_Man_One_Vote.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/Dobbs%20G%20-%20
The%20Douglas%20Legacy.htm


